
RF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS: NOTES

UNIT-5
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS AND OSCILLATORS

1. OSCILLATORS:-1.1 INTRODUCTION:- Given the effort expended in avoiding instability in most

feedback systems. it would seem trivial to construct oscillators. However simply generating some periodic

output is not sufficient for modern high-performance RF receivers and transmitters. Issues of spectral purity and

amplitude stability must be addressed. In this chapter we consider several aspects of oscillator design. First we

show why purely linear oscillators are a practical impossibility. We then present a linearization technique that

uses describing functions to develop insight into how nonlinearities affect oscillator performance. with a

particular emphasis on predicting the amplitude of oscillation.

1.2 THE PROBLEM WITH PURELY LINEAR OSCILLATORS:-In negative feedback systems, we aim

for large positive phase margins to avoid instability. To make an oscillator then, it might seem that all we have

to do is shoot for zero or negative phase margins. Let's examine this notion more carefully using the root locus

for positive feedback sketched in Figure 1.

Fig1. Root locus for oscillator example.

This locus recurs frequently in oscillator design because it applies 10 a two-pole bandpass resonator with

feedback. As seen in the locus the closed-loop poles lie exactly on the imaginary axis for some particular value

of loop transmission magnitude .The corresponding impulse response is therefore a sinusoid that neither decays

nor grows with time and it would seem that we have an oscillator.



There are a couple of practical difficulties with this scenario, however First the amplitude of the oscillation

depends on the magnitude of the impulse (it is a linear system. after all). This behavior is generally undesirable;

in nearly all cases, we want the oscillator to produce a constant-amplitude output that is independent of initial

conditions. Another problem is that if the closed-loop poles don't lie precisely on the imaginary axis then

oscillations will either grow or decay exponentially with time. These problems are inherent in any purely linear

approach to oscillator design. The solution to these problems therefore lies in a purposeful exploitation of

nonlinear effects; all practical oscillators depend all nonlinearities. To understand just how nonlinearities can

be beneficial in this context, and to develop intuition useful for both analysis and design we now consider the

subject of describing functions.

1.2 THE DESCRIBING FUNCTIONS:- An alternative to linearizing an input-output transfer characteristic is

to perform the linearization in the frequency domain. Specifically, consider exciting a nonlinear system with a

sinusoid of some particular frequency and amplitude. The output will generally consist of a number of sinusoids

of various frequencies and amplitudes. A linear description of the system can be obtained by discarding all

output components except the one whose frequency matches that of the input. The collection of all possible

input-output phase shifts and amplitude ratios for the surviving component comprises the describing function

for the nonlinearity. If the output spectrum is dominated by the fundamental component results obtained with a

describing function approximation will be reasonably accurate.

To validate further our subsequent analyses we will also impose the following restriction on the nonlinearities:

they must generate no subharmonics of the input (DC is a subharrnonic). The reason for this restriction will

become dear momentarily. For RF systems this requirement is perhaps not as restrictive as it initially appears,

because bandpass filters can often be used to eliminate subharmonic and harmonic components.

As a specific example of generating a describing function consider an ideal comparator whose output depends

on the input as follows is given by

(1)

If we drive such a comparator with a sine wave of some frequency wand amplitude E. then the output will be a

square wave of the same frequency but of a constant amplitude B. independent of the input amplitude.

Furthermore, the zero crossings of the input and output will coincide (so there is no phase shift). Hence, the

output can be expressed as the following Fourier series is



(2)

Preserving only the fundamental term (n=1) and taking the ratio of output to input yields the describing function

for the comparator is

(3)

Since there is no phase shift or frequency dependence in this particular case the describing function depends

only on the input amplitude.

Note that the describing function for the comparator shows that the effective gain is inversely proportional to

the drive amplitude, in contrast with a purely linear system in which the gain is independent of drive amplitude.

We shall soon see that this inverse gain behavior can be extremely useful in providing negative feedback to

stabilize the amplitude.

1.2.1 A BRIEF CATALOG OF DESCRIBING FUNCTIONS:-Describing functions for some commonly

encountered nonlinearities. For a saturating amplifier (Figure 2) we have

(1)

Fig 2. Transfer characteristic for saturating amplifier.

where R =EM/E, For an amplifier with crossover distortion (Figure 3) the describing function is



(2)

FIG 3. Transfer characteristic for amplifier with crossover distortion.

(3)

For R < 1 see Figure 4. In this last example the value of R must be less than unity because otherwise the Schmitt

never triggers in which case the comparator output would be only a DC value of either B or -B.

Fig 4. Transfer characteristic for Schmitt trigger.

1.2.2 DESCRIBING FUNCTIONS FOR MOS AND BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS :-To illustrate a general

approach consider the circuit in Figure 5. The capacitor is assumed large enough to behave as a short at

frequency w, and the transistor is ideal. We will be using this circuit in tuned oscillators, so the bandpass action

provided by the tank guarantees that describing function analysis will yield accurate results.

Fig 5 large signal transconductor



Before going to derive the large-signal transconductance let's anticipate the qualitative outlines of the result. As

the amplitude V1 increases, the source voltage VS is pulled to higher values reaching a maximum roughly when

the input does. Soon after the gate drive heads back downward from the peak. the transistor CUIS off as the

input voltage falls faster than the current source can discharge the capacitor, Because the current source

discharges the capacitor between cycles, the gate-source junction again forward-biases when the input returns to

near its peak value, resulting in a pulse of drain current. The cycle repeats so the drain current consists of

periodic pulses.

we do not need to know any more about the detailed shape of drain Current in order to derive quantitatively the

large-signal transconductance in the limit of large drive amplitudes. The only relevant fact is that the current

pulses consist of relatively narrow slivers in that limit. as in the hypothetical plots of gate voltage, source

voltage, and drain current shown in Figure 6.

FIG 6. Hypothetical source and gate voltage, and drain current for large input voltage.

Whatever the current waveform KCL demands that its average value equal IBIAS that is

(1)

Now the fundamental component of the drain current has amplitude given by

(2)



Although we may not know the detailed functional form of iD (t), we do know that it consists of narrow pulses

in the limit of large drive amplitudes. Furthermore these current pulses occur roughly when the input is a

maximum, so that the cosine may be approximated there by unity for the short duration of the pulse. Then,

(3)

That is the amplitude of the fundamental component is approximately twice the bias current again in the limit of

large V1. The magnitude of the describing function is therefore

(4)

Eqn. 4 is quite general and applies to MOSFETs (both long- and short-channel). as well as to bipolars, JFETs.

GaAs MESFETs. and even vacuum tubes.

In deriving Eqn. 4 we have assumed that the drive amplitude. V1. is "large." To quantify this notion let us

compute the Gm/gm ratio for long- and short-channel MOSFETs and bipolar devices. For long-channel devices.

the ratio of gm to draincurrent IBIAS may be written as

(5)(6)

Evidently "large" V1 is defined relative to (Vgs-Vt) for long-channel MOSFETs. Repeating this exercise for

short-channel devices yields

(7)

Which in the limit of very short channels converges to a value precisely half that of the long-channel case. Thus

(8)



(9)(10)

In bipolar devices large V1 is therefore defined relative to the thermal voltage.

Although the equation for Gm is valid only for large V1. practical oscillators usually satisfy this condition and

so the restriction is much less constraining than one might think. We will also see in the next chapter that large

VI is highly desirable for reducing phase noise. so one may argue that all well-designed oscillators

automatically satisfy the conditions necessary to validate the approximations used. Nonetheless, it is important

to recognize that Gm can never exceed gm so one must be careful not to misapply formulas such as Eqn. 10. To

underscore this point, Figure 7 shows. In n approximate way, the actual behavior of Gm/gm contrasted with the

behavior as predicted by Eqn. 10. Although this equation applies strictly to the bipolar case. The overall

behavior shown in Figure 7 holds generally.

Fig 7 Gm/gm versus V1.

2. RESONATORS :- Since tuned circuits inherently perform a bandpass filtering function distortion products

and noise are attenuated relative to the fundamental component. Not surprising then is that the performance of

these circuits is intimately linked to the quality of available resonators.

2.1 RESONATOR TECHNOLOGIES:



2.1.1 QUARTER WAVE RESONATORS:- R LC tank circuit there are many ways to make resonators. At

high frequencies it becomes increasingly difficult to obtain adequate Q from lumped resonators because

required component values are often impractical to realize.

One alternative is !O use a distributed resonator such as a quarter-wave piece of transmission line. To suggest

why such a choice may be sensible recall that Q is proportional to the ratio of energy stored to energy

dissipated. Some distributed structures store energy in a volume while dissipation is due mainly to surface

effects (e.g .skin effect) within the volume. Hence the volume/surface-area ratio is important in determining Q.

This ratio may he made quite large for certain distributed structures so high Q values are possible.

The required physical dimensions generally favor practical realization in discrete form in the UHF band and

above. As an example, the free-space wavelength at 30 MHz is one meter, so that a quarter-wave resonator

would be about ten inches. If the resonator is filled with a dielectric material other than air, the dimensions

shrink as the square root of the relative dielectric constant.

Dimensions become compatible with ICs at mid-gigahertz frequencies. At 3 GHz, for example, the free-space

quarter-wavelength is about one inch. With dielectric materials that are commonly available, quarter-wave IC

resonators of about half an inch or so arc possible.

If we terminate such a transmission line in a short, the input impedance is ideally an open circuit (limited by the

Q of the line). At frequencies below the resonant frequency, the line appears as an inductor; above resonance, it

appears as a capacitor. Hence, for small displacements about the resonant condition, the line appears very much

like a parallel RLC network.

There is an important difference, however, between a shorted line and a lumped RLC resonator: the line appears

as infinite (or at least large) impedance at all odd multiples of the fundamental resonance. Sometimes this

periodic behavior is desired, but it can also result in oscillation simultaneously on multiple frequencies or a

chaotic hopping from one mode to another. Additional tuned elements may be required to suppress oscillation

on unwanted modes.

The oscillators in most cellular telephones use off-chip quarter-wave resonators in which a piezoelectric

material such as barium titanate is used as the dielectric. The high dielectric constant of such materials allows

the realization of physically small resonators that possess excellent Q-values (e.g., 20,000). It is virtually

impossible to obtain such high Q-values using ordinary lumped elements.



2.1.2 QUARTZ CRYSTALS:- Quartz is a piezoelectric material, and thus it exhibits a reciprocal transduction

between mechanical strain and electric charge. When a voltage is applied across a slab of quartz, the crystal

physically deforms. When a mechanical strain is applied, charges appear across the crystal." Most practical

quartz crystals used at radio frequencies" employ a bulk shear vibrational mode (see Figure 1). In this mode, the

resonant frequency is inversely proportional to the thickness of the slab, according to the rough formula  in the

figure.

Fig 1.Illustration of bulk shear mode

Fig2 . Symbol and model for crystal

Even though quartz does not exhibit a particularly large piezoelectric effect, it has other properties that make it

extremely valuable for use in RF circuitry. Chief among them is the exceptional stability (both electrical and

mechanical) of the material. Furthermore, it is possible to obtain crystals with very low temperature coefficients

by cutting the quartz at certain angles. Additionally, the transduction is virtually lossless, and Q values are in

the range of 104 to 106.

An electrical model for a quartz resonator is shown in Figure 2. The capacitance Co represents the parallel plate

capacitance associated with the contacts and the lead wires, while Cm and Lm represent the mechanical energy

storage. Resistance Rs accounts for the nonzero lossiness that all real systems must exhibit.

To a very crude approximation, the resistance of well-made crystals is inversely proportional to the resonant

frequency and generally follows a relationship.



(1)

The values of Cm and Lm can be computed if Rs, Q, and the resonant frequency are given. In general, because

of the extraordinarily high Q-values that quartz crystals possess, the effective inductance value will be

surprisingly high while the series capacitance value will be vanishingly small. For example, a 1-MHz crystal

with a Q of 105 has an effective inductance of about eight henries (no typo here, that's really eight henries) and a

Cm of about 3.2 fF .It is apparent that crystals offer significant advantages over lumped LC realizations where

such element values are unattainable for all practical purposes.

Above about 20-30 MHz, the required slab thickness becomes impractically small. For example a 100-MHz

fundamental mode crystal would be only about 17um thick. However crystals of reasonable thickness can still

be used if higher vibrational modes are used. The boundary conditions are such that only odd overtones are

allowed. Because of a variety of effects, the overtones are not exactly integer multiples of the fundamental (but

they're close, off by 0.1% or so in the high direction). Third and fifth overtone crystals are fairly common. and

seventh or even ninth overtone oscillators are occasionally encountered. However as the overtone order

increases. so does the difficulty of guaranteeing oscillation on only the desired mode.

As another extremely crude rule of thumb, the effective series resistance grows as the square of the overtone

mode. Hence

(2)

where f0 is here interpreted as the frequency of the Nth overtone.

Because the overtones are not at exact integer multiples of the fundamental mode the crystal must be cut to the

correct frequency at the desired overtone. Well-cut overtone crystals possess Q values similar to those of

fundamental-mode crystals.

3. NEGATIVE RESISTANCE OSCILLATORS:- A perfectly loss less resonant circuit is very nearly an

oscillator, but lossless elements are difficult to realize, Overcoming the energy loss implied by the finite Q of



practical resonators with the energy-supplying action of active elements is one potentially attractive way to

build practical oscillators. as in the TITO example.

The foregoing description is quite general, and covers both feedback and open-loop topologies. Among the

former is a classic circuit the negative impedance converter (NIC). The NIC can be realized with a simple op-

amp circuit that employs both positive and negative feedback. Specifically, consider the configuration of Figure

1.

Fig 1. Generalized impedance converter

If ideal op-amp behavior is assumed, it is easy to show that the input impedance is related to the feedback

impedance as

(1)

If the closed-loop gain A is set equal to precisely 2, then the input impedance will be the algebraic inverse of the

feedback impedance. If the feedback impedance is in turn chosen to be a pure positive resistance then the input

impedance will be a purely negative resistance, This negative resistance may be used to offset the positive

resistance of all practical resonators to produce an oscillator.

As usual, the inherent nonlinearities of all real active devices provide amplitude limiting. and describing

functions can be used to estimate the oscillation amplitude. if desired. Describing functions may also be used to

verify that the oscillator will, in fact oscillate.

As a specific example consider the oscillator shown in Figure 2. In order to guarantee oscillation, we require the

net resistance across the tank to be negative. Thus, we must satisfy the following inequality is



(2)

Fig2. Negative resistance oscillator.

The nonlinearity that most typically limits the amplitude at low frequencies is the finite output swing of all real

amplifiers. Since there is a gain of 2 from the tank to the op-arnp output, the signal across the tank will

generally limit to a value somewhat greater than half the supply, corresponding \0 periodic saturation of the

amplifier output.

At higher frequencies it is possible for the finite slew rate of the amplifier to control the amplitude (partially. if

not totally). In general this situation is undesirable because the phase lag associated with slew limiting can cause

a shift in oscillation frequency. In extreme cases the amplitude control provided by slew limiting (or almost any

other kind of amplitude limiting) can be unstable and squegging can occur.

A more practical negative resistance is easily obtained by exploiting yet another "parasitic" effect: Inductance in

the gate circuit of a common-gate device can a negative resistance to appear at the source terminal; see Figure 3.

A straightforward analysis reveals that, if Cgd is neglected, then Zin has a negative real part for frequencies

greater than the resonant frequency of the inductor and of Cgs For frequencies much larger than that resonant

frequency but much smaller than WT the real part of Zin is approximately

(3)

Fig3. Canonical RF negative resistance (biasing not shown)



A circuit that has become a frequently recurring idiom in recent years uses a crosscoupled differential pair to

synthesize the negative resistance. "It is left as an exercise for the reader" to analyze this circuit, which is

pictured in Figure 4.

Fig 4. Simple differential negative resistance oscillator

As will be shown in the next chapter, spectral purity improves if the signal amplitudes are maximized (because

this increases the signal-to-noise ratio). In many oscillators, such as the circuit of Figure 4, the allowable signal

amplitudes are constrained by the available supply voltage or breakdown voltage considerations. Because it is

the energy in the tank that constitutes the "signal," one could take a cue from the Clapp oscillator and employ

tapped resonators to allow peak tank voltages that exceed the device breakdown limits or supply voltage. as in

the negative resistance oscillator of Figure 5.

The differential connection might make it a bit difficult to see that this circuit indeed employs a tapped

resonator, so consider a simplified half-circuit (Figure 6). In this simplified half-circuit, the transistors are

replaced by a negative resistor and the positive resistors are not shown at all. Furthermore, the two capacitors

are replaced by their series equivalent, while the junction of the two inductors corresponds to the drain

connection of the original circuit.

Fig 5. Negative resistance oscillator with modified lank [simplified]



Fig 6. Simplified half-circuit of negative resistance oscillator.

It should be clear that the swing across the equivalent capacitance (or across L2) can exceed the supply voltage

(and even the transistor breakdown voltage) because of the tapped configuration, so that this oscillator is the

philosophical cousin of the Clapp configuration. Useful output may be obtained either through a buffer

interposed between the oscillator core and load, or through a capacitive voltage divider to avoid spoiling

resonator Q. As a consequence of the large energy stored in the tank with either a single- or double-tapped

resonator, this topology is capable of excellent phase noise performance.

Tuning of this (and all other LC) oscillators may be accomplished by realizing all or pan of C1 or C2 as a

variable capacitor (such as the junction capacitor formed with a p+ diffusion in an n-well) and then tuning its

effective capacitance with an appropriate bias control voltage. Since CMOS junction capacitors have relatively

poor Q it is advisable to use only as much junction capacitance as necessary to achieve the desired tuning range.

In practice, tuning ranges are often limited to below 5-10% if excessive degradation of phase noise is to be

avoided. A simple (but illustrative) example of a voltage-controlled oscillator using this method is shown in

Figure 7.

Fig7 . Voltage-controlled negative resistance oscillator (simplified).



4. FREQUENCY SYNTHESIS:- Oscillators built with high-Q crystals exhibit the best spectral purity but

cannot be tuned over a range of more than several hundred parts per million or so. Since most transceivers must

operate at a number of different frequencies that span a considerably larger range than that, one simple way to

accommodate this lack of tuning capability is to use a separate resonator for each frequency. Clearly, this

straightforward approach is practical only if the number of required frequencies is small.

Instead, virtually all modem gear uses some form of frequency synthesis, in which a single quartz-controlled

oscillator is combined with a PLL and some digital elements to provide a multitude of output frequencies that

are traceable to that highly stable reference. In the ideal case, then, one can obtain a wide operating frequency

range and high stability from one oscillator.

4.1. DIVIDER "DELAY":-The phenomenon is somewhat inaccurately named, but there is indeed a stability

issue associated with the presence of dividers in the loop transmission.

The use of a frequency divider generally implies that the phase detector is digital in nature. As a consequence

knowledge about phase error is available 10 the loop only at discrete instants. That is, the loop is a sampled-data

system. If a divider is present, the loop samples the phase error less frequently than might be implied by the

VCO frequency. To model the PLL correctly, then, we need to account properly for this sampled nature.

In order to develop the necessary insight, consider a process in which a continuous time function is sampled and

held periodically; see Figure 1. The sample-and hold (S/ H) operation shown introduces a phase lag into the

process. Mathematics need not be invoked to conclude that this is so; simply "eyeball" the sampled-and held

waveform and consider its time relationship with the original continuous-time waveform. You should be able to

convince yourself that the best fit occurs when you slide the original waveform to the right by about half of a

sample time.

Fig1 . Sample-and-hold action.



More formally, the "hold" part of the S/H operation can be modeled by an element whose impulse response is a

rectangle of unit area and T-second duration, as seen in Figure 2. This element, known formally as a zero-order

hold (ZOH), has a transfer function given by

(1)(2)(3)

The time delay is thus T/2 seconds. The same result is obtained by recognizing that a rectangular impulse

response centered about zero seconds has zero phase by symmetry. Shifting that response 10 the right by TI2

seconds gives us the one shown in Figure 17.41. Independently of how we compute it the fact that there is a

delay is the reason for the term "divider delay." However, since the magnitude term is not constant with

frequency, the term "delay" is not exactly correct.

Fig 2. Impulse response of zero-order hold.

4.2. SYNTHESIZERS WITH STATIC MODULI:- The simplest PLL frequency synthesizer uses one reference

oscillator and two frequency dividers, as shown in Figure 1. The loop forces the VCO to a frequency that makes

the inputs to the PLL equal in frequency. Hence, we may write

(1)



Fig1 . Classic PLL frequency synthesizer.

(2)

Thus, by varying the divide moduli M and N. any rational multiple of the input reference frequency can be

generated. The long-term stability of the output (that is. the average frequency) is every bit as good as that of

the reference but stability in the shortest term (phase noise) depends on the net divide modulus as well as on the

properties of the PLL's VCO and loop dynamics.

Note that the output frequency can be incremented in steps of fref/ N, and that this frequency represents the rate

at which phase detection is performed in the PLL. Stability considerations as well as the need to suppress

control-voltage ripple force the use of loop bandwidths that are small compared with fref/N. To obtain the

maximum benefit of the (presumed) low noise reference however, we would like the PLL 10 track that low

noise reference over as wide a bandwidth as possible. Additionally a high loop bandwidth will speed settling

after a change in modulus. These conflicting requirements have led to the development of alternative

architectures.

One simple modification that is occasionally used is depicted in Figure 2. For this synthesizer, we may write

(3)

The minimum output frequency increment is evidently fref/ NP but the loop compares phases at fref/ Nor P

times as fast as the previous architecture. This modification therefore improves the loop bandwidth constraint



by a factor of P. at the cost of requiring the PLL to oscillate P times faster and the divide M counter to run that

much faster as well.

Fig 2. Modified PLL frequency synthesizer.

Yet another modification is the integer-N synthesizer of Figure 3. In this widely used synthesizer the divider

logic consists of two counters and a dual-modulus prescaler (divider). One counter, called the channel-spacing

(or "swallow") counter is made programmable to enable channel selection. The other counter. which we'll call

the frame counter (also known as the program counter). is usually fixed and determines the total number of

prescaler cycles that comprise the following operation. The prescaler initially divides by N +I until the channel-

spacing counter overflows then divides by N until the frame counter overflows: the prescaler modulus is reset to

N + I, and the cycle repeats.

If S is the maximum value of the channel-spacing counter and F is the maximum value of the frame counter.

then the prescaler divides the VCO output by N + 1 for S cycles, and by F - S for N cycles before repeating. The

effective overall divide modulus M is therefore

(4)

Fig 3. Integer N frequency synthesizer.



The output frequency increment is thus equal to the reference frequency. This architecture is the most popular

way of implementing the basic block diagram of Figure1 and gets its name from the fact that the output

frequency is an integer multiple of the reference frequency.

4.3 SYNTHESIZERS WITH DITHERING MODULI:- An approach that eases this problem is to dither

between two divide moduli to generate channel spacings that are smaller than the reference frequency this is

shown in Figure 1.

Fig1. Block diagram far frequency synthesizer with dithered modulus.

As an illustration of the basic idea consider that dividing alternately by say 4 and then 5 with a 50% duty ratio is

equivalent to dividing by 4.5 on average. Changing the percentage of time spent on anyone modulus thus

changes the effective (average) modulus so that the synthesized output can be incremented by frequency steps

smaller than the input reference frequency.

There are many strategies for switching between two moduli that yield the same average modulus, of course,

but not all of them are equally desirable because the instantaneous frequency is also of importance, The most

common strategy is used by the fractional-A' synthesizer. in which one divides the YCO output by one modulus

(call it N + I) every K VCO cycles and by the other (N) for the rest of the time. The average divide factor is thus

(2)(3)

We see that the resolution is determined by K. so that the minimum frequency increment can be much smaller

than the reference frequency. However unlike the other synthesizers studied so far the phase detector operates



with inputs whose frequency is much higher than the minimum increment (in fact. the phase detector is driven

with signals of frequency fref thus providing a much-desired decoupling of synthesizer frequency resolution

from the PLL sampling frequency.

To illustrate the operation of this architecture in greater detail, consider the problem of generating a frequency

of 27.135 MHz with a reference input of 100 kHz. The integral modulus N therefore equals 271 while the

fractional pan (II K) equals 0.35. Thus we wish to divide by 272 (= N + I) for 35 out of every 100 VCO cycles

(for example) and by 271 (= N) for the other 65 cycles.

4.4. COMBINATION SYNTHESIZERS:- Another approach is to combine the outputs of two or more

synthesizers. The additional degree of freedom thus provided can ease some of the performance tradeoffs but at

the expense of increased complexity and power consumption. The most common expression of this idea is to

mix the output of a fixed frequency source with that of a variable one. The offset synthesizer (Figure 1) is one

architecture that implements that particular choice.

Fig 1. Offset synthesizer loop.

With this architecture, the loop does not servo to an equality of output and reference frequencies, because the

additional intermediate mixing offsets the equilibrium point. Without an intermediate mixing. note that the

balance point would correspond to a zero frequency output from the low-pass titter that follows the (first and

only) mixer. In the offset loop, then, the balance point corresponds to a zero frequency output from the final

low-pass filter. Armed with this observation, it is a straightforward matter to determine the relationship between

fout and fref.

The low-pass filters selectively eliminate the sum frequency components arisingfrom the mixing operations.

Hence, we may write



An important advantage of this approach is that the output frequency is not a multiplied version of a reference.

Hence the phase noise similarly undergoes no multiplication making it substantially easier to produce a low-

phase noise output signal. A related result is that any phase or frequency modulation on either of the two input

signals is directly transferred to the output without scaling by a multiplicative factor. As a consequence of these

attributes. the offset synthesizer has found wide use in transmitters for FM/PM systems particularly for GSM.

There are other techniques for combining two frequencies to produce a third. For example, one might use two

complete PLLs and combine the outputs with a mixer. To select out the sum rather than the difference (or vice

versa), one would conventionally use a filter. One may also ease the filter's burden by using a single-sideband

mixer (also known as a complex mixer) to reduce the magnitude of the undesired component." However, such

loops are rarely used in IC implementations because of the difficulty of preventing two PLLs from interacting

with each other. A common problem is for the loops to (attempt to) lock to each other parasitically through

substrate coupling or through incomplete reverse isolation involving amplifiers and other circuitry. These

problems are sufficiently difficult to solve that such dual-loop synthesizers are rarely used at present.

4.5 DIRECT DIGITAL SYNTHESIS:- There are some applications that require the ability to change

frequencies at a relatively high rate, Examples include frequency-hopped spread-spectrum systems. In which

the carrier frequency changes in a pseudorandom pattern" Conventional synthesizers may be hard-pressed to

provide the fast settling required so alternative means have been developed. The fastest-settling synthesizers are

open-loop systems, which can evade the constraints imposed by the stability considerations of feedback systems

(such as PLLs).

One extremely agile type of synthesizer employs direct digital synthesis (DDS).The basic block diagram of such

a synthesizer is shown in Figure 1. This synthesizer consists of an accumulator. a read-only memory (ROM)

lookup table (with integral output register), and a digital-to-analog converter (DAC). The accumulator accepts a



frequency command signal fine as an input and then increments its output by this amount every clock cycle. The

output therefore increases linearly until an overflow occurs and the cycle repeats. The output ϕ thus follows a

sawtooth pattern. A useful insight is that. since phase is the integral of frequency the output of the accumulator

is analogous to the integral of the frequency input command. The frequency of the resulting sawtooth pattern is

then a function of the clock frequency accumulator word length and input command.

Fig 1. Direct digital frequency synthesizer.

The phase output of the accumulator then drives the address lines of a ROM cosine lookup table that converts

the digital phase values into digital amplitude values." Finally a DAC converts those values into analog outputs,

Generally a filter follows the DAC to improve spectral purity to acceptable levels.

The frequency can be changed rapidly (with a latency of only a couple clock cycles) and in a phase-continuous

manner simply by changing the value of finc Furthermore modulation of both frequency and phase are trivially

obtained by adding the modulation directly in the digital domain to finc or ϕ. respectively, Finally even

amplitude modulation can be added by using a multiplying DAC (MDAC), in which the analog output is the

product of an analog input (here, the amplitude modulation) and the digital input from the ROM

5. PHASE NOISE:- phase noise is to minimize the problem of reciprocal mixing. If a superheterodyne

receiver's local oscillator is completely noise-free then two closely-spaced RF signals will simply translate

downward in frequency together. However the LO spectrum is not an impulse and so. To be realistic we must

evaluate the consequences of an impure LO spectrum.

In Figure.1.two R F signals heterodyne with the LO to produce a pair of IF signals.The desired RF signal is

considerably weaker than the signal at an adjacent channel. Assuming (as is typical) that the front-end filter



does not have sufficient resolution to perform channel filtering, down conversion preserves the relative

amplitudes of the two RF signals in translation to the IF. Because the LO spectrum is of nonzero width, the

down converted RF signals also have width. The tails of the LO spectrum act as parasitic LOs over a continuum

of frequencies. Reciprocal mixing is the heterodyning of RF signals with those unwanted components.

Fig 1. Illustration of reciprocal mixing due to LO phase noise.

As is evident from the figure reciprocal mixing causes the undesired signal to overwhelm the desired signal in

this particular case. Reduction of LO phase noise is essential to minimize the occurrence and severity of

reciprocal mixing.

5.1 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS:- Perhaps the simplest abstraction of an oscillator that still retains some

connection to the real world is a combination of a lossy resonator and an energy restoration element. The latter

precisely compensates for the tank loss to enable a constant-amplitude oscillation. To simplify matters, assume

that the energy restorer is noiseless (see Figure 2). The tank resistance is therefore the only noisy element in this

model.

Fig 2. "Perfectly efficient" RLC oscillator.



for many real oscillators, and it explains the traditional obsession of engineers with maximizing resonator Q, for

example.Other important design criteria become evident by coupling the foregoing with additional knowledge



of practical oscillators. One is that oscillators generally operate in one of two regimes that may be distinguished

by their differing dependence of output amplitude on bias current (see Figure 3), so that one may write

Fig 3. Oscillator operating regimes.



6. CIRCUIT EXAMPLES:-

6.1 LC OSCILLATORS:- A common configuration that does so is Clapp's modification to the Colpitts

oscillator (reprised in Figure1). These types of oscillators are either of Clapp configurations or the dual (with

tapped inductor). The Clapp configuration becomes increasingly attractive as supply voltages scale downward,

where conventional resonator connections lead to VDD-constrained signals swings. Use of tapping allows

signal energy to remain high even with low supply voltages. Phase noise predictions using the LTV model are

frequently more accurate for bipolar oscillators owing to the availability of better device noise models.

Fig 1. Clapp oscillator.

simplified schematic of this oscillator is shown in Figure 2. A tapped resonator is used to increase the tank

signal power Psig. The optimum capacitive tapping ratio is calculated to be around 4.5 (corresponding to a

capacitance ratio of 3.5), based on simulations that take into account the cyclostationary of the noise sources.

Specifically, the simulation accounts for noise contributions by the base-spreading resistance and collector shot

noise of each transistor ax well as by the resistive losses of the tank elements.



Fig 2. Simplified schematic of the veo in Margarit et al

The ISFs for the shot noise of the core oscillator transistors and for the bias source are shown in Figure 3, and

Figure 18.19, respectively. As can be seen, the tail current noise has an ISF with double the periodicity of the

oscillation frequency; owing to the differential topology of the circuit (the tail voltage waveform contains a

component at twice the oscillator frequency). Noteworthy is the observation that tail noise thus contributes to

phase noise only at even multiples of the oscillation frequency. If the tail current is filtered through a low-pass

(or bandstop) filter before feeding the oscillator core, then the noise contributed by the tail source can be

reduced substantially: decreases of 10 dB or more have been noted, Only the tail current's 1/f noise would

remain as a noise contributor. The individual ISFs are used to compute the contribution of each corresponding

noise sources, and the contributions are then summed.

Fig 3. ISF for shot noise of each core transistor after Margarit et al



The reduction of llf noise upconversion in this topology is clearly seen in Figure 4, which shows a predicted and

measured 1/f corner of 3 kHz - in comparison with an individual device 1/f noise corner of 200 kHz. Note that

the then-current version of one commercial simulation tool. Spectre fails in this case to identify a 1/f corner

within the offset frequency range shown resulting in a 15-dB underestimate at a 100-Hz offset. The measured

phase noise in the 1/f region is also in excellent agreement with the LTV model's predictions. For example, the

predicted value of -106.2 dBc/ Hz al 100-kHz offset is negligibly different from the measured value of -106

dDc/Hz. As a final comment, this particular VCO design is also noteworthy for its use of a separate automatic

amplitude control loop; this allows for independent optimization of the steady-slate and start-up conditions,

with favorable implications for phase noise performance.

6.2. RING OSCILLATORS:- As an example of a circuit that does not well approximate ideal behavior

consider a ring oscillator. First, the "resonator" Q is poor because the energy stored in the node capacitances is

thrown away every cycle. Hence, if the resonator of a Colpitts oscillator may be likened to a fine crystal wine

glass, the resonator of a ring oscillator is mud. Next energy is restored to the resonator during the edges (the

worst possible times) rather than at the voltage maxima. These factors account for the well-known terrible phase

noise performance of ring oscillators. As a consequence ring oscillator’s arc found only in the most noncritical

applications or inside wideband PLLs that clean up the spectrum.

However there are certain aspects of ring oscillators that can be exploited to achieve better phase noise

performance in a mixed-mode integrated circuit. Noise sources on different nodes of an oscillator may be

strongly correlated for various reasons. Two examples of sources with strong correlation are substrate and

supply noise arising from current switching in other parts of the chip. The fluctuations on the supply and

substrate will induce a similar perturbation on different stages of the ring oscillator.

To understand the effect of this correlation, consider the special case of having identical noise sources on all the

nodes of the ring oscillator as shown in Figure 1. If all the inverters in the oscillator are the same then the ISF or

different nodes will differ only in phase by multiples of 2pi/N as shown in Figure 2.

Fig1. Five stage ring oscillator with identical noise sources on all nodes



Fig 2. Phasors for noise contributions from each source.

Therefore, the total phase resulting from all the sources is given by through superposition

(1)

Expanding the term in brackets in a Fourier series we observe that it is zero except at DC and multiples of Nwo.

That is,

(2)

Which means that for fully correlated sources only noise in the vicinity of integer multiples of Nwo affects the

phase. Therefore every effort should be made to maximize the correlations of noise arising from substrate and

supply perturbations. This result can be achieved by making the inverter stages and the noise sources on each

node as similar to each other as possible via proper layout and circuit design. For example the layout should be

kept symmetrical and the inverter stages should be laid out close to each other so that substrate noise appears as

a common-mode source.

Another common conundrum concerns the preferred topology for MOS ring oscillators - that is whether a

single-ended or differential topology results in better jitter and phase noise performance for a given center

frequency 10 and total power dissipation P. Facilitating an analysis of these choices is an approximate

expression for the ISF as depicted in Figure 3. The ISF is approximated by two triangles. As shown. The rms

value of the ISF is given by

(1)



where frise and ffall are the maximum slope during the rising and falling edges and where A is the ratio of frise

to ffall.

By coupling the ISF equation with the noise equations for transistors. one may derive expressions for the phase

noise of MOS differential and single-ended oscillators. Based on these expressions, the phase noise of a single-

ended (inverter chain) ring oscillator is found to be independent of the number of stages for a given power

dissipation and frequency of operation. However for a differential ring oscillator the phase noise (jitter) grows

with the number of stages. Hence even a properly designed differential CMOS ring oscillator under performs its

single-ended counterpart – with a disparity that increases with the number of stages. The difference in the

behavior of these two types of oscillators with respect to the number of stages can be traced to the way they

dissipate power. The DC current drawn from the supply is independent of the number and slope of the

transitions in differential ring oscillators. In contrast inverter-chain ring oscillators dissipate power mainly on a

per-transition basis and therefore have better phase noise for a given power dissipation. However in ICs with

a large amount of digital circuitry. a differential topology may still be preferred because of its lower sensitivity

to substrate and supply noise and lower noise injection into other circuits on the same chip. The decision of

which architecture to use should be based on both of these considerations.



Spread spectrum multiple access (SSMA) uses signals which have a transmission

bandwidth whose magnitude is greater than the minimum required RF bandwidth.

A pseudo noise (PN) sequence converts a narrowband signal to a wideband noise

like signal before transmission. SSMA is not very bandwidth efficient when used

by a single user. However since many users can share the same spread spectrum

bandwidth without interfering with one another, spread spectrum systems become

bandwidth efficient in a multiple user environment.

There are two main types of spread spectrum multiple access techniques: Fre-

quency hopped multiple access (FHMA)

Direct sequence multiple access (DSMA) or

Code division multiple access (CDMA).

This is a digital multiple access system in which the carrier frequencies of the in-

dividual users are varied in a pseudo random fashion within a wideband channel.

The digital data is broken into uniform sized bursts which is then transmitted on

different carrier frequencies.

In CDMA, the same bandwidth is occupied by all the users, however they are all

assigned separate codes, which differentiates them from each other (shown in Figure

8.3). CDMA utilize a spread spectrum technique in which a spreading signal (which

is uncorrelated to the signal and has a large bandwidth) is used to spread the narrow

band message signal.

Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DS-SS)

This is the most commonly used technology for CDMA. In DS-SS, the message signal

is multiplied by a Pseudo Random Noise Code. Each user is given his own codeword

which is orthogonal to the codes of other users and in order to detect the user, the

receiver must know the codeword used by the transmitter. There are, however, two

problems in such systems which are discussed in the sequel.

7 Spread Spectrum Multiple Access

7.1 Frequency Hopped Multiple Access (FHMA)

7.2 Code Division Multiple Access



Figure 8.3: The basic concept of CDMA.

CDMA/FDD in IS-95

In this standard, the frequency range is: 869-894 MHz (for Rx) and 824-849 MHz

(for Tx). In such a system, there are a total of 20 channels and 798 users per channel.

For each channel, the bit rate is 1.2288 Mbps. For orthogonality, it usually combines

64 Walsh-Hadamard codes and a m-sequence.

In CDMA, self-interference arises from the presence of delayed replicas of signal due

to multipath. The delays cause the spreading sequences of the different users to

lose their orthogonality, as by design they are orthogonal only at zero phase offset.

Hence in despreading a given user’s waveform, nonzero contributions to that user’s

signal arise from the transmissions of the other users in the network. This is distinct

from both TDMA and FDMA, wherein for reasonable time or frequency guardbands,

respectively, orthogonality of the received signals can be preserved.

7.3 CDMA and Self-interference Problem



The near-far problem is a serious one in CDMA. This problem arises from the fact

that signals closer to the receiver of interest are received with smaller attenuation

than are signals located further away. Therefore the strong signal from the nearby

transmitter will mask the weak signal from the remote transmitter. In TDMA and

FDMA, this is not a problem since mutual interference can be filtered. In CDMA,

however, the near-far effect combined with imperfect orthogonality between codes

(e.g. due to different time sifts), leads to substantial interference. Accurate and fast

power control appears essential to ensure reliable operation of multiuser DS-CDMA

systems.

The hybrid combinations of FHMA, CDMA and SSMA result in hybrid spread

spectrum techniques that provide certain advantages. These hybrid techniques are

explained below,

Hybrid FDMA/CDMA (FCDMA):

An alternative to the CDMA technique in which the available wideband spectrum

is divided into a smaller number of sub spectra with smaller bandwidths. The smaller

sub channels become narrow band CDMA systems with processing gain lower than

the original CDMA system. In this scheme the required bandwidth need not be

contiguous and different user can be allotted different sub spectrum bandwidths

depending on their requirements. The capacity of this hybrid FCDMA technique is

given by the sum of the capacities of a system operating in the sub spectra.

Hybrid Direct Sequence/Frequency Hopped Multiple Access Techniques (DS/FHMA):

A direct sequence modulated signal whose center frequency is made to hop pe-

riodically in a pseudo random fashion is used in this technique. One of the advan-

tages using this technique is they avoid near-far effect. However, frequency hopped

CDMA systems are not adaptable to the soft handoff process since it is difficult

to synchronize the frequency hopped base station receiver to the multiple hopped

signals. Time and Code Division Multiple Access (TCDMA):

In this TCDMA method different cells are allocated different spreading codes.

In each cell, only one user per cell is allotted a particular time slot. Thus at any

7.4 CDMA and Near-Far Problem

7.5 Hybrid Spread Spectrum Techniques



time only one user is transmitting in each cell. When a handoff takes place the

spreading code of that user is changed to the code of the new cell. TCDMA also

avoids near-far effect as the number of users transmitting per cell is one.

Time Division Frequency Hopping (TDFH):

This technique has been adopted for the GSM standard, where the hopping se-

quence is predefined and the subscriber is allowed to hop only on certain frequencies

which are assigned to a cell. The subscriber can hop to a new frequency at the start

of a new TDMA frame, thus avoiding a severe fade or erasure event on a particu-

lar channel. This technique has the advantage in severe multipath or when severe

channel interference occurs.



GSM - ARCHITECTURE

A GSM network comprises of many functional units. These functions and interfaces are explained
in this chapter. The GSM network can be broadly divided into:

Given below is a simple pictorial view of the GSM architecture.

The additional components of the GSM architecture comprise of databases and messaging
systems functions:

Home Location Register HLR

Visitor Location Register VLR

Equipment Identity Register EIR

Authentication Center AuC

SMS Serving Center SMSSC

Gateway MSC GMSC

Chargeback Center CBC

Transcoder and Adaptation Unit TRAU

The following diagram shows the GSM network along with the added elements:

8.GSM - ARCHITECTURE

The Mobile Station MS

The Base Station Subsystem BSS

The Network Switching Subsystem NSS

The Operation Support Subsystem OSS

http://www.tutorialspoint.com/gsm/gsm_architecture.htm
/gsm/gsm_mobile_station.htm
/gsm/gsm_base_station_subsystem.htm
/gsm/gsm_network_switching_subsystem.htm
/gsm/gsm_operation_support_subsystem.htm


The MS and the BSS communicate across the Um interface. It is also known as the air interface or
the radio link. The BSS communicates with the Network Service Switching NSS center across the A
interface.

GSM network areas
In a GSM network, the following areas are defined:

Cell : Cell is the basic service area; one BTS covers one cell. Each cell is given a Cell Global
Identity CGI, a number that uniquely identifies the cell.

Location Area : A group of cells form a Location Area LA. This is the area that is paged when
a subscriber gets an incoming call. Each LA is assigned a Location Area Identity LAI. Each LA
is served by one or more BSCs.

MSC/VLR Service Area : The area covered by one MSC is called the MSC/VLR service area.

PLMN : The area covered by one network operator is called the Public Land Mobile Network 
PLMN. A PLMN can contain one or more MSCs.
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